THE LANESBOROUGH CLUB & SPA
WELCOMES TATA HARPER AS RESIDENT SPA PARTNER
For the first time in the UK, the ‘Queen of Green Beauty’ will be offering a full range of 100% natural
bespoke treatments and rituals at London’s finest private members’ health club & spa

LAUNCHING OCTOBER 2019

July 2019 – The Lanesborough Club & Spa is delighted to become the first spa in the UK to welcome the globally loved
‘Queen of Green Beauty’, Tata Harper. From October 2019, hotel guests and members will be able to experience Tata’s
100% natural and all-organic, custom created treatments and rituals, as well as purchase a full range of products from the
Club & Spa boutique. This partnership perfectly complements the Club & Spa’s existing collection of hand-picked brands
and resident experts, that bring together the ‘best in class’ in each of their respective sectors.
Tata Harper is proud to be leading the generation of non-toxic, non-artificial luxury beauty. Each product is filled with her
signature complex formulas and no filler ingredients, grounded in the philosophy that more ingredients equals better
results. Every product is handmade and bottled at Tata’s own lab on her 1,200-acre Certified Organic Farm in Vermont.
This hands-on craftmanship process perfectly aligns with The Lanesborough Club & Spa’s dedication to sourcing the very
best brands and experiences for its members and guests.
Tata Harper, CEO & Founder of Tata Harper Skincare comments: “We are thrilled to be partnering with The Lanesborough Club
& Spa to bring the Tata Harper spa experience to London. Our spa rituals are unique and indulgent experiences designed to treat and
transform without a single drop of synthetic chemicals. Together with The Lanesborough Club & Spa, we have developed four exclusive treatments
using our hyper-potent, 100% natural and non-toxic products along with unique tools and techniques that create a targeted treatment experience
with unparalleled results.”
Hugh Murphy, General Manager of The Lanesborough Club & Spa adds: “We are thrilled to welcome Tata Harper to join us at
The Lanesborough Club & Spa. We are especially excited as we are the first spa in the UK to offer these innovative treatments and products.”
Tata Harper has worked together with the team at The Lanesborough Club & Spa to create a menu of bespoke signature
treatments, completely exclusive to the Club & Spa, that bring her products to life. Each treatment is perfected by Tata’s
signature techniques, designed to deliver targeted results using high-performance products. These are the only treatments
of their kind available in the UK, with signatures including:
-

Grounding Yogic Facial – 90 min / £250
This balancing facial elevates both the mind and body. It begins with a grounding singing bowl and aromatherapy
treatment, before moving onto a targeted cleansing and masking ritual to address individual concerns on each area
of the face. The skin is then soothed, balanced and deeply hydrated with unique yogic face massage techniques.
Throughout the ritual, guests will enjoy nourishing scalp, feet and hand treatments to fully rejuvenate both skin
and body

-

Sculpting & Define Facial – 75 min / £195
This lifting facial helps to achieve new levels of glowing, healthy-looking skin. A double cleanse and mask ritual
moves into a targeted lifting facial massage to instantly give the skin a sculpted look. A facial cupping technique,
paired with Tata Harper's most potent Supernatural formulas, tightens and rejuvenates the skin, helping fine lines,
wrinkles and sagging to disappear so skin is left glowing and lifted. An aromatherapy treatment and relaxing
massage on the scalp and hands perfectly complement this to elevate the experience

-

Illuminating Reset Facial – 60 min / £195
Tata Harper's Complexion Reset Peel brightens and revitalises tired, dull skin. The two-step, 100% natural MultiAcid Peel harnesses the power of three types of hydroxy acids, to turn over dead skin cells and deliver a flawless,
refined complexion without any of the harshness or downtime of traditional peels. A finishing hyaluronic acid
mask then soothes and replenishes moisture, leaving skin bright and refreshed

-

Cellular Repair Facial – 60 min / £175
This comprehensive lifting massage tones and tightens tired skin. Beginning with a 360° cleansing ritual, the
treatment focuses on a Japanese face massage technique that leaves skin brightened and firm. Cooling and toning
therapy on the face is then performed with jade rollers to increase circulation and smooth fine lines, so skin is left
fully rejuvenated

-

Awakening & Energizing Body Ritual – 120 min / £250
Rouse and rejuvenate tired mind and body with a deeply luxurious full body treatment. The treatment begins by
calming the mind with an aromatherapy and singing bowl ritual, followed by a smoothing scrub and a honey and
pomegranate body mask to buff and brighten the entire body. An energising massage with redefining body balm
leaves skin awakened and glowing. Available with Glow Facial or Scalp and Foot massage

The new Tata Harper Treatment Menu at The Lanesborough Club & Spa launches in October 2019. Spa treatment prices will range from
£60 for a manicure to £565 for a full spa package
***
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About Tata Harper
Founded in 2010 by Tata and Henry Harper, Tata Harper Skincare was born because Tata couldn’t find a solution to her own
problem. Grounded in the philosophy that more matters, every single formula created at Tata Harper Skincare is a Complex Formula.
Because more ingredients, equal more results. These formulas are hand crafted from the ground up at Tata’s farm in Vermont by an
in-house team of batchmasters and chemists. No outsourcing. No shortcuts. No synthetics. This hands-on craftsmanship guarantees
the freshness, the purity of ingredients, and the transparency of process. Because nobody should ever have to compromise between
health and results, natural and luxurious, or beauty and intelligence.
About The Lanesborough Club & Spa
The Lanesborough Club & Spa launched in March 2017, marking the next stage of the iconic Lanesborough Hotel’s evolution following
an acclaimed relaunch in July 2015. The Club & Spa is one of London’s most exclusive private members fitness and health clubs,
providing Belgravia with a luxury ‘club for life’ and offering a 360° approach to wellbeing for modern day Londoners living and
working in the local area.

